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Provenance
The papers of Edward Nealy Kellogg and his son, Edward Stanley Kellogg, naval officers, were deposited in the Library of Congress by the Naval Historical Foundation in 1949 and 1964 and converted to gift in 1998.
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Biographical Notes
Edward Nealy Kellogg
1841, Dec. 8 Born, Thomaston, Maine
1861 Graduated, United States Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md.
           Duty in USS Marlon, East Gulf Blockading Squadron
1862 Duty in USS Sonoma, West India Squadron
1863 Duty in USS Oneida, West Gulf Blockading Squadron
1865 Duty in USS Mackinaw, North Atlantic Squadron
1866 Promoted to lieutenant commander
1867 Married Janie H. Pollock
1868 Duty in USS Guard, European Squadron
1869 Duty at United States Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md., as assistant to commandant of midshipmen
1873 Duty in USS Saugus, West India Squadron
1874 Commanded USS Ajax
1874, Oct. 6 Died, Pensacola, Fla.

Edward Stanley Kellogg
1870, Aug. 20 Born, New York, N.Y.
1892 Graduated, United States Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md.
1894 Duty in USS Vermont
1895 Duty in USS Baltimore, Asiatic Station
1898 Duty in USS Hist, Spanish-American War
1899 Duty as inspector of engineering material, Pennsylvania Steel Co.
1900 Married Emily Wendell Taylor
1900-1903 Duty in USS Atlanta, South Atlantic Fleet
1904 Duty at United States Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md.
1906 Duty in USS Kearsarge
1907 Duty at Naval Torpedo Station, Newport, R.I.
1913 Diploma from United States Naval War College
1915 Commanded USS Monterey
1916  Commanded USS *Galveston*, Asiatic Station
1917  Promoted to captain
1918  Commanded USS *Huntington*, North Atlantic Fleet
1919  Commanded USS *Vermont*
1923  Diploma from United States Army War College
1923-1925  Governor, American Samoa
1926-1927  President of Naval Examining Board
1927  Retired from United States Navy
1928  Curator and member of board of trustees, Naval Historical Foundation
1930  Member of a board to draw up an act for the organizing of a government of Samoa
1948, Jan. 8  Died, Bethesda, Md.

**Scope and Content Note**

The papers of Edward Nealy Kellogg (1841-1874) and his son Edward Stanley Kellogg (1870-1948) span the years 1858-1937, with the bulk of the material falling in the period 1859-1919. The material consists of biographical data, commissions, orders to duty, and miscellaneous material.

The papers relating to Edward Nealy Kellogg include a private journal containing notes and poems about the sea and sea life, drawings of ships and riggings, newspaper clippings, and pressed flora. There is also a letter he wrote to his father, David Kellogg, in which he described in detail the Battle of Mobile Bay.

**Arrangement of the Papers**

This collection is arranged by type of material.
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